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Edited by Anthony T. Kruzas, Associate Professor of Library Science, University of Michigan

Three thousand new entries • Three hundred more pages • Four hundred new subjects • Nine new appendixes

Since publication in 1963 of the first edition of the DIRECTORY OF SPECIAL LIBRARIES AND INFORMATION CENTERS, specialized centers for the acquisition and organization of printed materials dealing with specific activities and interests have continued to grow in number and scope. The second edition of DSLIC represents an updated continuation of the standard guide to collections and personnel in U. S. and Canadian special libraries, information centers, documentation centers, and other similar units, sponsored by government agencies, business firms, trade associations, and professional societies, as well as major special collections in university and public libraries.

11,500 U. S. and Canadian Facilities Identified

In this edition, detailed entries for 11,500 special libraries and information centers are arranged alphabetically by name of the supporting organization—the U. S. facilities in one section, the Canadian in another. The individual entries provide more than a dozen facts, including official name, address, and telephone number; name of sponsoring organization or institution; address, name, and title of the person in charge; and the names of other professional personnel.

2,500 Additional Units Given in Eighteen Appendixes

Eighteen appendixes—nine more than in the first edition—contain 2,500 name and address listings, by state, for special information facilities not included in the main part of the volume. These include units such as U. S. Information Agency Libraries, U. S. Regional Libraries for the Blind, National Aeronautics and Space Administration Regional Dissemination Centers, and National Bureau of Standards National Standard Reference Data Centers.

Guide to Information on 2,000 Topics

Collectively, the 13,000 specialized research libraries represent the prime sources of in-depth information concerning more than 2,000 subjects—some as general as electrical engineering and business administration, and many as specialized as the cattle industry, beryllium, and family planning.

1,048 Pages Subject Index $28.50

ORDER TODAY AND EXAMINE FREE FOR THIRTY DAYS

GALE RESEARCH COMPANY

1400 Book Tower Detroit, Michigan 48226
WE ARE PRIVILEGED to publish the library catalog of the New York State School of Industrial and Labor Relations, a statutory college of the State University at Cornell University. The following information was provided by Mr. Bernard G. Naas, Librarian:

Founded in 1945, this library now includes 78,000 cataloged volumes and bound periodicals, and 80,000 pamphlets with imprints ranging from the late 18th century to the present. The collection provides comprehensive coverage of labor management relations, human relations in industry, personnel, social insurance and employee welfare, labor economics, labor union organization and administration, labor history, and international labor conditions and problems. Selected coverage is given to such general supplementary areas as economics, sociology, psychology and public administration, and to specific supplementary areas such as industrial health and safety, civil rights, cost and standard of living, and others.

All the books and a selected number of important pamphlets are represented in the dictionary catalog. Additionally, author and subject entries for selected articles from 150 periodicals have been included since 1952. Each article in the School’s Industrial and Labor Relations Review has been analyzed back to the first issue in 1947, and other prominent journals in the field have been thoroughly indexed.

There are numerous analytics for serial publications issued by university industrial relations centers and institutes and for proceedings and papers of conferences. Typical of other analyzed serials are Studies in Personnel Policy of the National Industrial Conference Board, Studies and Reports of the International Labor Office, and several publications of the U. S. Bureau of Labor Statistics.

The catalog also contains history cards for about 170 unions and international trade union secretariats, history cards for major labor legislation, and a separate card file for the library’s documentary collection.

Subject headings used are based on A Standard List of Subject Headings in Industrial Relations and Library of Congress Subject Headings.

The 202,000 cards in this catalog have been reproduced by offset on Permalife paper with 21 cards per 10” x 14” page. The 12 volumes are bound in Class A library binding. Supplements to this catalog are planned.
REFERENCE WORKS

Catalog of the Hoose Library of PHILOSOPHY
University of Southern California, Los Angeles

The Hoose Library of Philosophy contains 37,000 volumes ranging from medieval manuscripts and incunabula to the latest works of present-day philosophers and scholars. While exhibiting general strength in metaphysics, epistemology, logic, ethics and value theory, and the philosophy of religion, the library's holdings reflect a special interest in German philosophy, with some emphasis on Leibniz and Kant. In another area, a large concentration of textual criticism and analysis constitutes an important resource for the study of Classical philosophy. There are also substantial holdings in personalism, phenomenology, and Latin American philosophy.

Prepublication price: $325.00; after October 31, 1968: $400.00

Dictionary Catalog of Printed Books
MITCHELL Library
The Public Library of New South Wales

The Mitchell Library is the foremost single collection of documentary materials relating to the Australasian and South Pacific region, including the East Indian archipelago and Antarctica. It contains more than 220,000 printed books besides manuscripts, maps, microfilms and pictures. The catalog includes a large number of analytical entries, both author and subject.

Estimated 630,000 cards, 38 volumes
Prepublication price: $1950.00; after July 31, 1968: $2400.00

Kataloge der Bibliothek für Zeitgeschichte, Weltkriegsbücherei
(Catalogs from the Library for Modern History
WORLD WAR Library), Stuttgart

In the 50 years of its existence, the library has developed the largest German special collection in history. The scope of the collection, similar to that of the Hoover library, now encompasses political history, foreign relations, military affairs, and wars of the 20th century, including coverage of the Korean and Vietnamese conflicts. The 150,000 volumes, including about 500 current periodicals, as well as many periodicals which are no longer published, are meticulously cataloged and thoroughly analyzed.

Alphabetischer (Alphabetical) Katalog
Estimated 185,000 cards, 11 volumes
Prepublication price: $580.00; after October 31, 1968: $725.00

Systematischer (Classified) Katalog
Estimated 350,000 cards, 20 volumes
Prepublication price: $1075.00; after October 31, 1968: $1340.00

10% additional charge on orders outside the U.S.
Descriptive material on these titles and a complete catalog of publications are available on request.
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